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Abstract6

A convective system tracking was made using the GOES-13 (10.2–11.2 µm) infrared imagery7

between 13◦N–15◦S and 82◦–34◦W covering the entire Amazon rainforest region during 20148

and 2015, same period of GoAmazon2014/5 field campaign. Despite the path travelled by con-9

vective systems covers an area, previous studies accounted the cloud clusters positions as points10

(geometric center), the trajectories as lines, and selecting just those systems with spontaneous11

initiation and dissipation by simple decay. In this research all Amazonian convective systems12

were evaluated and its trajectories were defined as the union of cloud clusters areas that de-13

fined each system. The cloud clusters tracked had continuous area greater than or equal to 250014

km2 with cloud top brightness temperature less than or equal to 235 K. An total of 116,70115

convective systems were found and the probability of occurrence of track areas, lifetime and16

systems velocities, as well as the maps of total and seasonal geographic density of trajecto-17

ries, and the geographic density of clusters at: genesis, three steps of propagation, and dissi-18

pation are studied. The coastal and basin systems occurrence had a seasonal dependence, and19

although the average of systems velocities indicate westward predominant displacements, the20

probability of meridional velocities was practically the same for northward or southward and21

35% of zonal velocities were associated with eastward movement.22

1 Introduction23

A predominant easterly propagation of Amazonian convective systems has been showed24

based on the average of systems velocities gridded over Amazon basin [Machado et al., 1998;25

Rehbein et al., 2017]. In addition, others propagation patterns was also observed by Laurent26

et al. [2002] associated with the Easterly and Westerly regimes. Angelis et al. [2004] revealed27

rain bands propagation from the western and eastern Amazon towards its interior, and from28

western subtropical South America towards the east. They discussed the Andes Effect on the29

convective system propagations. All these studies are based in short period dataset and/or present30

an average description of the mesoscale convective systems. Besides the averages trajectories,31

there is a lack of information describing the trajectories complexity of the Amazon convec-32

tive systems.33

Greco et al. [1990], described the characteristics of convective systems propagation dur-34

ing the Amazon Boundary-Layer Experiment (ABLE 2B). They presented three types of con-35

vective system propagation, the coastal occurring systems corresponding to large squall lines36

formed along the northern coast of Brazil and propagate across the Amazon basin. These sys-37

tems were also described by Garstang et al. [1994] and denominated by Amazon Coastal Squall38

Lines. The second type was called as basin occurring systems formed in the Central Amazon39

and propagate to east and finally the locally occurring systems with short life cycle and prop-40

agation.41

The classification of convective systems as locally, basin and coastal occurring was made42

generally made visually using geostationary imagery [Kousky, 1980; Greco et al., 1990; Garstang43

et al., 1994; Cohen et al., 1995]. However, sometimes is difficult to follow and describe the44

dissipation, initiation, merge and split among these different type of systems in the Central Ama-45

zon Basin. Tang et al. [2016] present case studies of each of these convective systems and dis-46

cuss that the differentiation between basin and coastal systems occurring is difficult. Burleyson47

et al. [2016] observed that coastal cloudiness from previous day could propagate and arrive48

in Manaus region in phase with the local diurnal surface heating of following day, making the49

differentiation between local or non-local convection more complex.50

This study employ an automatic tracking algorithm similar to the one used by Wood-51

ley et al. [1980]; Williams and Houze Jr [1987]; Chen et al. [1996]; Machado et al. [1998]; Mathon52

and Laurent [2001]; Vila et al. [2008] to evaluate the convective systems trajectories.53
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The Cloud tracking was applied using GOES satellite images during the two years of54

Green Ocean Amazon 2014–2015 (GoAmazon2014/5) field campaign [see Martin et al., 2016,55

for a detailed description].56

Coastal systems has been associated with large amount of precipitation during nighttime57

where the GoAmazon2014/5 was realized [Rickenbach, 2004; Tang et al., 2016] and here we58

are evaluating the amount of system comings from coast or from basin region using objective59

tracking.60

The main goals of this study is to present a detailed and objective description of the sea-61

sonal variation of the geographic density of convective system trajectories over the Amazon62

Basin. The study describes the density of convective systems during the three lifetime stages,63

the initiation, mature and dissipation. In addition, a specific analysis is performed for the sys-64

tems reaching the GoAmazon 2014/15 sites describing its origin. This study provides the con-65

vective system speed probability of occurrence and its preferential propagations directions, pro-66

viding an information that the average propagation information cannot revel.67

2 Geostationary infrared imagery and the cloud clusters tracking methodology68

The GOES-13 channel 4 (10.2–11.2 µm) infrared imagery was used to track the Ama-69

zon convective system. This dataset is stored by the National Institute for Space Research (INPE)70

every 30 min with 4 km × 4 km (at nadir) spatial resolution. The study region was defined71

between 13◦N–15◦S and 82◦–34◦W covering northern South America (entire Amazon region)72

and covered the years 2014 and 2015, the two years of the GoAmazon experiment [Martin73

et al., 2016, see].74

Regions with a continuous area greater than or equal to 2500 km2 and cloud top bright-75

ness temperature (Tb) less than or equal to 235 K were defined as a cloud cluster. The cloud76

clusters in successive images were compiled to define the full life cycle of convective systems.77

There are occasional time gaps in the satellite imagery and the maximum time tolerance given78

for the tracking system to continue the track without start new systems was two consecutive79

missing images (one and a half hours). However, sometimes the archive had images spaced80

by 15 minutes that was also considered. Thereby, if we had one image at 00:00 and the next81

at 1:45, this time gap of 1 h and 45 min is considered as two consecutive missing images, but82

when we had one image at 00:00 and the next at 2:00, three consecutive missing images were83

considered.84

30,474 images were evaluated in the two years analyzed. During this period there were85

four time gaps with more than one day (from 1 day to 4 days in one case), 576 gaps of 3 hours,86

71 gaps of 2,5 hours, 38 gaps of 2 hours, 76 gaps of 1,5 hour and 643 gaps of 1 hour (one87

missing image).88

The minimum overlap to identify two cloud clusters as the same system at t0 and at t0+89

dt was fixed in 150 pixels, or approximately 2400 km2. This value was chosen base on Vila90

et al. [2008], that considering convective systems average speed of 45 km/h and eccentricity91

equal 0.5, concluded that an overlap larger than 150 pixels is more appropriated for the time92

(dt = 30 min) and spatial (4 km × 4 km at nadir) imagery resolution employed in this study.93

This kind of tracking can reveal some possible pathways to connect clusters in time and94

space between the cloud clusters distribution of image at t0 and of image at t0+dt. The main95

possible pathways describes in previous studies are the continuity, merge, and split. Also, can96

be determined if genesis is a result of new growth or a split from another system or if dissi-97

pation results from cloud dissipation or merge into another system as suggested by [Woodley98

et al., 1980; Williams and Houze Jr, 1987; Mathon and Laurent, 2001; Vila et al., 2008]. Ad-99

ditionally, continuity, merge, and split pathways can occur simultaneously [Woodley et al., 1980;100

Mathon and Laurent, 2001], and when it occurs the tracking has multiple process of clusters101

connection.102
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Figure 1. Example of multiple process of cloud cluster connexion: cluster 4 is merge result between the

clusters 3 and 6; the clusters 2, 4 and 5 are split from cluster 3; and cluster 2 is merge result between clusters

1 and 3.

114

115

116

Based on our two years data set and our 235K threshold, there were 668,894 instances103

of clusters overlap to evaluate. Simple continuity represented 83.4% (558,082), mergers rep-104

resented 5.4% (35,826), splits represented 5.6% (37,578), and multiple processes represented105

5.6% (37,408) of the cases. Figure 1 presents an example of multiple process of cloud clus-106

ters connexions. Observe that the cluster 4 at t0+dt, can be considered with merge result be-107

tween the clusters 3 and 6 at t0. The clusters 2, 4, and 5 at t0+dt can be a result of split from108

cluster 3 at t0 while the cluster 2 at t0+dt can be merge result between the clusters 1 and 3109

at t0. Considering the maximum overlapping between these clusters [Mathon and Laurent, 2001],110

we are fairly certain that cluster 1 is connected with cluster 2 and cluster 3 is connected with111

cluster 4, i.e. there are two valid connexions, and this is the method that we assign when mul-112

tiple processes were present.113

If a multiple process is occurring, we cannot distinguish if the connection between the117

clusters of image at t0 and of image at t0+dt are result of merge, split or simple continuity.118

Sometimes we had until 9 valid connections in just one overlap with multiple process,119

that is to say, until 9 systems travelling side by side. In these cases, the new initiation or spon-120

taneous initiation, can be considered as a result of split (or split generation). For example, the121

cluster 5 (t0 + dt) could be a candidate to a new system initiation just near to other system.122

We know by the maximum overlapping criteria that, the clusters 3 at t0 is clearly connected123

with cluster 4 at t0+dt, thereby a cluster in position as the cluster 5 at t0+dt, can be a new124

initiation that occurred near to cluster 4 at t0+dt, mainly in situations when we had one or125

two missing images due time gaps in satellite imagery database. On account of the valid over-126

lap (> 150 pixels) between the cluster 5 (t0+dt) and the cluster 3 (t0), the cluster 5 is con-127

sidered with a split generation from cluster 3 (t0).128

Also, a simple decay (dissipation) can be considered as a merging end. We know by the129

maximum overlapping criteria that, in figure 1 the cluster 1 (t0) is connected with cluster 2130

(t0 + dt) while the cluster 3 (t0) is connected with cluster 4 (t0 + dt), consequently we have131

two systems travelling one beside another. If t0 is the last time step of a third system connected132

with the cluster 6, this third system can be considered as a merging end because its valid over-133

lap with the cluster 4 (t0+dt), but the cluster 6 (t0) also can be just the simple decay of one134

convective system near to another.135

Inside of the 37,408 instances of clusters overlaps associate with multiples processes,136

there were 73,222 valid connections between cluster at t0 and t0+dt, i.e. 10% of the total path-137

ways of connections.138
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Figure 2. Convective system tracking. (a) shows the genesis at 2014-03-20 00:00, (b) and (c) are the prop-

agation positions at 2014-03-20 12:00 and at 2014-03-21 04:30 respectively, and (d) is the dissipation at

2014-03-21 17:30. The colors describe the infrared brightness temperature and the bidimensional trajectory

traveled by the systems is described by the gray contour.

154

155

156

157

The tracking algorithm employed in this research select all convective systems tracked139

independent if the geneses are a new initiation, a result of split or if the dissipation was a merg-140

ing end or simple decay. We are interested in evaluated all tracks, mainly those that form a141

population of convective systems traveling side by side (in Houze Jr [1993], MCS is defined142

with a “...ensemble of thunderstorms” between others criteria). In Machado and Laurent [2004],143

the selection of just the convective systems with spontaneous initiation and with end by dis-144

sipation had the objective to make a nowcasting scheme based on area expansion of these sys-145

tems and this is not the case in this research.146

During the tracking process, we calculate: lifetime, displacement, velocity and the bidi-147

mensional trajectory. In previous studies cited here, the trajectories of the systems were rep-148

resented with a line made by the connection of geometrical center or weighted center of each149

cloud cluster that defined the system. In this study, the trajectory is not considered as a line.150

Here, the trajectory represent the union of all cloud clusters areas that defined the system. Fig-151

ure 2 presents an example illustrating the spatial trajectory of system tracked on 21th March,152

2014, the trajectory is the gray area in the image.153
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Figure 3. Sample of bidimensional tracks and lifetimes as PDF and CDF for the 116,701 systems.171

3 Results158

The tracking algorithm found 116,701 convective systems that were connected in at least159

two consecutive satellite images with a minimal overlapping area of 150 pixels. As already160

mentioned, GOES-13 imagery is usually provided each 30 min, however, sometimes 15 min-161

utes images intervals were included in the dataset and considered in the tracking.162

Figure 3 presents the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and the Cumulative Dis-163

tribution Function (CDF) of convective systems tracks areas and lifetimes. The tracks areas164

and lifetimes were binned in 2500 km2 and 0.5 h respectively. The most frequent areas are165

found around 8.2× 103 km2, while the median (50th percentile of CDF) was 1.45346× 104
166

km2, the 90th percentile corresponded to an area of 7.68921 × 104 km2, and the maximum167

track area was 5.2476340×106 km2. The lifetime decreases exponentially with median life-168

time of 1.5 h. In 90th percentile the lifetime was 7 hours, however, there was found the longer169

lived with 82 hours.170

3.1 Geographic density of convective systems trajectories172

The trajectories were gridded into a 0.04◦×0.04◦ grid to compute the geographic den-173

sity of trajectories as the spatial distribution of the percentile of all convective system to cross174

the region. Figure 4a presents this spatial distribution where values are expressed in percent-175

age (colors) as the number of systems crossing the region normalized by the total number of176

convective systems tracked (116,701). This Fig. can be interpreted as the probability path of177

convective systems. One can note a region in the Brazilian coast with high probability and a178

broader region in Central Amazonia with high probability to have convective systems pass-179

ing the region. This region, in the Northwest and Central Amazon have probabilities of oc-180

currence between 0.440% and 0.625% (514–729 systems overpass).181

The coastal occurrence more frequent between Para and Maranhão have probabilities val-182

ues between 0.300% and 0.525%. The Amapa, French Guiana, Suriname and Guyana, also183

on the coast, have smaller probability of around 0.150–0.250%. In South of Amazon River,184

the trajectories between the coast and the Central Basin were more connected than the North185

side of Amazon River.186

There is a strong gradient of probability of occurrence perpendicular to a Northwest –187

Southeast line, comprised in 7◦ S, 48◦ W and 3◦ N, 68◦ W. In two years, there were ≈292 sys-188
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Figure 4. Geographic density of convective systems trajectories with resolution of 0.04◦ × 0.04◦ (a) and the

TAPEER-BRAIN rain rate average in 1◦ × 1◦ (b) during 2014 and 2015.

202

203

tems near of this line and ≈200 km westward ≈467 systems. This transition region covers the189

place where the GoAmazon 2014/15 was held.190

In central part of figure 4a, one can note the convection suppression over Madeira, Ne-191

gro, Amazon, and Tapajos Rivers with the two maximums around 0.600% between: Negro and192

Amazon Rivers, Madeira and Amazon Rivers and that and that is probably related to the river193

breeze circulation triggering convection as discussed by Santos et al. [2014].194

The maxima densities of probability were found over Colombia in extreme North of An-195

des mountain range with 0.700%. This is a permanent region of convection as discussed by196

Horel et al. [1989]; Machado et al. [2004].197

Figure 4b presents the rain rate (mm/day) computed by the TAPEER-BRAIN product198

[Chambon et al., 2012; Roca et al., 2010; Chambon et al., 2013] for same period. As expected,199

the geographic density of trajectories have a good agreement with the daily accumulated sur-200

face rainfall.201

The seasonal influence on trajectories can be seen in figure 5. The trajectories during:204

December, January, February (DJF); March, April, May (MAM); June, July, August (JJA); as205

well as September, October, November (SON), was gridded separately and the geographic prob-206

ability density in each season is shown in percentage as presented in the figure 4a.207

In general, the movement of trajectory frequency inside the study region present max-208

ima values concentered in South during DJF, East in MAM, North in JJA and West in SON.209

Figure 5b (MAM) clearly shows the dominant season for the coastal systems between Para210

and Maranhão coast where is the largest area with the highest values of probability (0.194–211

0.259%). Additionally, these months (MAM) present high probability of trajectories inside the212

Central Basin connected to the coast, this is the season where the coastal squall lines prop-213

agate further to the Central Basin. In DJF (figure 5a) this connection can also be seen, but the214

trajectories over coast have smaller probability (≈0.130%) than during MAM (≈0.220%). Co-215

hen et al. [1995]; Alcântara et al. [2011], show the propagation of Amazon Coastal Squall Lines216

(ACSL) more frequent during the transition season wet to dry (MAM). During SON (Fig. 5d),217

the trajectories are quite disconnected from coast indicating the most frequency of the basin218

occurring systems described in Greco et al. [1990]. In JJA the trajectories were further North-219

ern mainly observed close to French Guiana and Amapa coast moving to Central Amazon (fig-220

ure 5c), but with probability of occurrence lower than 0.098%. Figure 5 clarify the seasonal221

dependence of the convective system trajectories and numbers of occurrence.222
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Figure 5. Geographic density of convective systems trajectories for: December, January, February (a);

March, April, May (b); June, July, August (c); and, September, October, November (d), of 2014 and 2015.

223

224
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Figure 6. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of veloci-

ties: u, v and, (|u + v|) for each step of 116,701 systems found.

248

249

3.2 Convective systems velocities225

Each system life cycle selected has several steps in space-time and for each step is pos-226

sible to determine the system velocity. For the 116,701 system life cycles selected during the227

two years, 704,708 system velocities were computed. Each velocity was calculated as the ra-228

tio between the displacement vector created by the position of cloud cluster geometric cen-229

ter at t0 and t0 + dt and the time interval (dt) between the successive satellite images.230

Figure 6 presents the PDF and CDF binned in each 0.5 m/s of the zonal and meridional231

components u (East–West), v (North–South), as well as the absolute (|u + v|) velocity. The high-232

est probability values of u sample (2.9%) is −2.8 m/s (westward zonal propagation) and the233

highest probability values of v sample (4.0%) is 0.3 m/s. In an average, the systems traveled234

predominantly with westward zonal propagation of 2.5 m/s and northward meridional prop-235

agation of 0.2 m/s, but when we look for all sample of u and v in figure 6, the distribution236

of positives (eastward zonal propagations and northward meridional propagations) and neg-237

atives (westward zonal propagations and southward meridional propagations) values are quite238

symmetric. Here we can see that despite the low-levels and mid-levels flow be predominant239

in westward, 51% and 49% of v components are for northward and southward respectively and240

the u components above the 65th percentile of the CDF are related with positive zonal veloc-241

ities, showing a group of 35% of sampling with eastward zonal propagation. The system av-242

erage speed propagation (|u + v|) is 12.9 m/s, the median (50th percentile of CDF) is 7.9 m/s,243

and the maximum value registered was 537.5 m/s. The tail of the distribution, presenting these244

huge velocities cannot be considered as a realistic system displacement velocity, it is proba-245

bly related to the complexes merges that promote considerable changes in the system geomet-246

ric center among subsequent cloud clusters.247

In addition, the probabilities of convective systems velocities was evaluated regionally250

every 7◦ × 8◦, accounted values between 1 m/s and 21 m/s binned in 4 m/s and 22.5◦ of speed251

and directions respectively in the form of graphics commonly named as wind rose plot, shown252

in figure 7. The concentric circles indicate the regional probability (5%, 10%, and 15%) in each253

propagation direction sector and the colors, the convective systems speed classes.254

In region between 58◦ W – 50◦ W and 6◦ N – 13◦ N the westward propagation sector255

exceeds 15% and reach the maximum value of 21%. The sectors with northeastward, eastward256

and southeastward convective systems velocities can be seen in all Amazon region totalizing257
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Figure 7. Regional convective systems velocities wind rose every 7◦ × 8◦.279

approximately 30% of all systems velocities, even though, between 74◦ W – 66◦ W and 8◦258

S – 6◦ N we observed the lower amount (≈ 20%) of eastward propagation components. The259

sub-regions (7◦ × 8◦) over the Atlantic Ocean presented northeastward propagation sectors that260

exceed 5% of probability that must be partially associated with off shore convective propa-261

gation as shown by Negri et al. [1994].262

On Amazon, the westward is the most probable propagation sector. The sectors with north-263

westward and southwestward components of velocity is very symmetric but, in North Hemi-264

sphere and South Hemisphere sub-regions, the sectors with northwestward and southwestward265

components has a little more occurrence respectively. Between 82◦ W – 34◦ W and 15◦ S –266

8◦ S, also between 82◦ W – 74◦ W and 6◦ N – 13◦ N there is no westward predominant prop-267

agation of systems. These are the regions where the propagation directions of systems are most268

aleatory.269

In general 4 different propagations behaviors can be identified. One over the ocean with270

the most dominant westward propagation. The Central Amazonas sector very similar around271

all the region with also a predominant westward propagation with a larger dispersion in the272

direction of propagations. There are the system close/over the Andes with a much less pre-273

dominance of westward, in the north there is no predominant direction of propagation. Finally,274

the south of Amazonas, where middle latitudes system moves north-eastward and combined275

with the local Amazonas convective systems reduces the westward probability. The region most276

southeast has a predominant eastward propagation, probably related to the cold fronts incur-277

sions in this region moving to northeast.278
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Figure 8. Geographic density of convective systems trajectories (a) and wind rose of convective systems

velocities (b) just for systems that crossed the SIPAM radar range during GoAmazon2014/15.

292

293

These propagations velocities distribution revel the diversity of the Amazon convection.280

For example, interesting features can be observed selecting the 1926 convective systems that281

moved, at least one time, over the Manaus SIPAM radar range during the GoAmazon 2014/15.282

The figure 8 shows, the geographic probability density of these trajectories and the velocity283

wind rose distribution with same bin sizes and velocities limits (between 1 m/s and 21 m/s)284

as in Fig. 7. One can note that the systems trajectories in figure 8a, have not a preferential path285

to overpass Manaus, but, cover all Amazon region and adjacencies. In figure 8b the most prob-286

able velocity is 18% in westward direction sector, same direction as the average for Central287

Amazonia described by Rehbein et al. [2017]; Laurent et al. [2002, Fig. 5], though, the 82%288

remaining are in different sectors from the average. Similarly, as in figure 6, the figure 8b revel289

24% of the velocities in sectors where there is eastward zonal propagation and, 49% and 51%290

of velocities in sectors with northward and southward meridional propagation respectively.291

3.3 Genesis, propagation and dissipation294

To brings up an idea of where is the position that the genesis (ti) and dissipation (t f ) were295

more often inside the Amazon region during 2014 and 2015, we selected just the systems with296

at least 2 hours and 30 minutes to guarantee an amount of 5 cloud clusters or more, a total297

of 42,527 systems. Then, we selected 5 times with the same lifetime fraction in each system:298

ti, t1, t2, t3, and t f . Beyond of the ti and t f we have three steps of time associate with the prop-299

agation of systems. The positions of genesis and dissipation have not considerable change by300
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season, but we need to have in mind that in accordance with the season, in some places the301

systems are more frequent as showed in figure 5.302

In figure 9 is shown all cloud clusters areas gridded of each system in each time (ti, t1,303

t2, t3, and t f ) normalized by each lifetime. The probability values in percentage distributed ge-304

ographically in each 0.04◦ × 0.04◦ are referent of the total of 42,527 systems.305

In general there is an expansion of clusters areas since the genesis until t2, when the most309

of convective systems reaches the maturity, and after a decrease of clusters areas until the dis-310

sipation. For example the area with values above of 0.282% of probability of occurrence (above311

of 120 systems occurred) is larger in t2 because generally in this time the systems reaches the312

maximum area, and we have more overlaps of clusters from different systems. In genesis and313

dissipation its areas are shorter and the highest probabilities values are concentrated in shorter314

geographical regions.315

With respect to the coastal systems, mainly in Guyana, Surimane, French Guiana, and316

Amapa, the genesis (figure 9a) and dissipation (figure 9e) is not clearly identified because the317

initial and final areas of these systems are small. But when we look for figures 9b, 9c and 9d318

in the probabilities values around 0.127%, the propagation steps clearly shows systems that319

start on coast, probably associated with the sea breeze, with a propagation around 100 km in-320

land and after dissipate.321

The coastal genesis in Brazilians States of Para and Maranhão are more clearly observed322

in figure 9a. In Para, the coastal systems has genesis more often in Ilha de Marajo, and we323

can observe that along the Tocantins River basin the genesis also are often. The more often324

positions of dissipation (figure 9e) associated with the coastal systems in Para and Maranhão325

has probabilities values between 0.127% and 0.200%, some tens of kilometers of coastline.326

In Para State, mainly in figure 9c and 9d, probabilities around 0.310% are found between327

of Terra Indı́gena Parakanã region, city of Bom Jesus do Tocantis and Rondon do Pará, that328

are localized beside of a large portion of Tocantins River. Another region after of coast and329

associate with large amount of genesis and also with the increase of systems areas in Para, mainly330

in figures 9a, 9b, and 9c is observed between the Terra Indı́gena Zo’é and Floresta Nacional331

Saracá-Taquera in region of Oriximiná and Óbidos cities.332

On days with coastal squall lines similar to those observed by Kousky [1980]; Garstang333

et al. [1994]; Cohen et al. [1995]; Rickenbach [2004], sometimes we observed systems with334

clear coastal formation, with large areas (e.g., 104 km2) close to the coast, but in other times335

exhibit weak cloudiness near to coast and only it develops when reaches the Central Amazon336

Basin and make merge with the local convection. The regions in Para with high geneses prob-337

abilities after of coast, can promote new systems that make merge with cloudiness from coast,338

and these mergers make it difficult to distinguish between basin systems and coastal systems339

if you try realize a classification as done by Greco et al. [1990].340

After the coastal region and more inside the Amazon Basin, in figure 9a the region with341

probabilities between 0.127% and 0.251% is very big, indicating that all Central Amazon Basin342

region is a place of genesis. We can observe some higher probabilities values associate with343

higher topography as the region of Pico da Neblina in frontier between Brazil and Venezuela344

and region of Canaima and Jaua-Sarisariama National Parks in Venezuela. On the other hand,345

regions with altitude practically in the same as the sea level has probabilities of genesis very346

close with the places with high topography, around 0.210%, showing that the geneses is not347

localized specially in places with higher topography. The diurnal forcing and local circulation348

as rivers breezes, act promoting this environment of systems geneses quite homogeneous.349

The color bars in figure 9 shows values until 0.500%, but in extreme North of Andes350

mountain range, and region of Colombia, Venezuela, Panama and adjacent Pacific Ocean, the351

maximum probabilities reached 0.804%.352
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Figure 9. Lifetime normalized in 5 times: ti, t1, t2, t3 and t f . The maps show the convective systems cloud

clusters areas probability of occurrence in each normalized time. Just systems with at least 2 hours and 30

minutes are selected.
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4 Conclusions353

With the convective systems trajectories defined based on cloud clusters (Tb ≤ 235 K)354

areas, have been made high resolution maps with new details about the geographic density of355

trajectories and places where the genesis, propagation and dissipate are most frequent in Ama-356

zonia.357

Although the average of systems velocities [Rehbein et al., 2017; Laurent et al., 2002]358

indicate westward predominant displacements for Amazonian convective systems, a larger dis-359

persion in the direction of propagations is found as by PDF and CDF (Fig. 6) as well by the360

wind rose convective systems velocities plots (Fig. 7). The westward Amazonian convective361

systems propagation velocity sector in figure 7 corresponds to 18–15%, while the remaining362

are distributed in others sectors.363

The total sample of systems velocities (Fig. 6) shows practically the same probability364

of meridional velocities northward or southward and 35% of sampling of zonal velocities are365

associated with eastward movement. Velocities in Andes has less predominance of westward366

and in region of extreme north of Andes, there is no predominant convective system veloc-367

ity propagation direction. In extreme southeast of study area, there is predominant eastward368

propagation velocity, probably related to the cold fronts incursions.369

All Central Amazon Basin region is a quite homogeneous place of convective systems370

geneses. Some higher probabilities values associate with higher topography as Pico da Neblina,371

National Parks Canaima and Jaua-Sarisariñama are observed, but regions practically in the sea372

level has probabilities of genesis very close with the places with high topography, showing that373

the geneses is not localized specially in places with higher topography, but the local circula-374

tion as rivers breezes, act as a component of geneses as important as the topography.375

The occurrence of coastal and basin convective systems has a seasonal dependence. Dur-376

ing SON, the convective systems are more often in central part of Amazon Basin while dur-377

ing MAM the trajectories are more connected between the coastal region and the Central Ama-378

zon Basin. The coastal convective systems from Para and Maranhão are more often than the379

coastal convective systems from the north side of Amazon River (Amapa, French Guiana, Suri-380

name and Guyana).381

The top 10% of trajectories and lifetimes, that is to say, the extreme events, has areas382

between 7.68921 × 104 km2 and 5.2476340 × 106 km2 and lifetimes between 7 h and 82 h.383

Studying just the tracks that across the SIPAM radar range that participated of GoAma-384

zon 2014/15, we cannot see any preferable propagation path for the systems that reaches the385

Manaus city region, localized practically in the center of Amazonia. Coastal systems that reached386

the SIPAM radar range as shown in Fig. 8a, had probability of occurrence around 0.001 – 0.01387

%, i.e. approximately 1–12 systems in 2 years. In Alcântara et al. [2011] using Cohen [1989]388

ACSL classification made visually per infrared geostationary images, was found ≈35 ACSL389

per year with more than 400 km of inland propagation. To reach Manaus, a system must travel390

more than 1000 km and in this study, independent of systems be classified as ACLS, just in391

the maximum 6 per year are long-lived enough to travel from coast to Manaus.392

The propagation of cloud clusters from coast to Manaus region mainly during MAM can393

be seen in Garreaud and Wallace [1997]; Burleyson et al. [2016]. Alternatively, the cloud clus-394

ters positions normalized by the lifetime (fig. 9), not revel a march of thousands of kilome-395

ters from coast to Central Amazonia, even if separated just the MAM period (figure not shown),396

but shows coastal systems with some tens of kilometers of propagation inland, probably as-397

sociate with the act of sea breeze. Cloudiness that travel from coast by hundreds or thousands398

of kilometers, rarely are one system with coastal genesis and dissipation in Central Amazo-399

nia, but are a composition of several systems with different genesis and dissipation position400

during the path from coast to central region. The march of cloud clusters from coast to Cen-401
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tral Amazonia must have the influence of another mechanism beyond the sea breeze as the low402

level jet describe by Alcântara et al. [2011]; Cohen et al. [1995].403

The convective systems tracking by successive geostationary infrared images is revis-404

ited in this research. We could verify that situations wherein merge, split, and continuity oc-405

curs simultaneously, named with multiple process, participated in 10% of total valid connec-406

tion between cloud clusters in t0 and t0+dt. In previous studies that made systems tracking407

over Amazon region selected just those systems with spontaneous genesis and dissipation by408

simple decay, but in this research all systems tracked are shown. Complexes merge and spits,409

as well as multiple processes are frequent and can promote big changes in cloud cluster ge-410

ometric center and this is the realist behavior of convection even if this promotes very big dis-411

placements. Considering methods of nowcasting based on systems tracking, a study as has been412

presented in Fig. 7, can supply statistic data to improve the assertiveness of systems expected413

velocity, manly when very big displacements precedes the timing of forecast.414
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